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Abstract 

Global envi ronmental changes, especially global warming, are becoming an issue for urban designers. 
Coupled with that are the issues of life in mega- and high-density cities an d the mban heat island effect. 
Hong Kong is one of the world 's highest-density cities, with over sixty thousand persons per square kilo
metre in its mban areas . High-rise, bulky and closely packed buildings are the norm; and this increases the 
urban heat island intensity and reduces urban air ventilation. Given Hong Kong 's hot, humid trop ical sum
mers, high heat stress can be expected in the urban environment. Since 2003, the Hong Kong Government 
has commissioned smdies on this issue. An air ventilation assessment (AVA) study was carried out. In addi 
tion, an urban climatic map was drafted based on an evaluation of human thermal comfort. A study of 
intra-urban temperature variat ions is underway and their possible implications to localised hot days and hot 
spells is being inves tigated. The criticali ty of rising intra-urban temperature and decreased wind speed can 
be established. This has provided objective input for planning actions in the form of urban climatic 
recommendation maps. This work is on-going in Hong Kong. The present paper summarises some of these 
projects and documents the study process and rationale. 
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1. 	Introduction 

Global environmental changes and global warming 
have been an issue lately. In general , cities in tropical 
regions will experience increased summer temperatures, 
higher urban heat stress and higher frequencies and 
longer durations of hot spells. In Hong Kong, based on 
observed temperatures since 1885, the Hong Kong 
Observatory has calculated an increase of 0. 12°C per 
decade (Leung et. al. , 2004). More importantly, th e data 
indicate that the rale of increase has accelerated. The 
average temperature rise from 1947 to 2002 was O.l 7°C 
per decade, but the rate ofwarrning increased toward the 
end of that period, to 0.6 1 °e per decade from 1989 to 
2002. While the maximum temperature (56 years since 
the 2nd World War) has seen little change, the minimum 
temperature has undergone a rising trend of O.24°C per 
decade. The observed temperature increase can also be 
attributed to the rapid w-banisation of Hong Kong since 
the 2nd World War. In a comparison of the temperamre 
time series at the Hong Kong Observatory Headquarters 
with the global time series, scientists at the HKO have 
noted that: 

The global mean temperature dataset sourced 
from the Climate Research Unit (CRU), University of 

Globa! Ellvironmen(al Research 
1312009· ! 69- ! 78 
prll1fed m Japan 

East Anglia, and the temperature at the Hong Kong 
Observatory Headquarters both f.ollow more or less 
the same trend as the global temperature during the 
pre- World War II period In the post-war years. there 
·were /rvo periods with notable temperature rises at 
the Hong Kong Observatory Headquarters. The first 
was from the mid-1950s to mid-1 960s. The second 
period oftemperature rises began in the early 1980s, 
Ivhich was in line with the global trend ofSignificant 
warming in the past two decades. A faster rate of 
wanning at the Hong Kong Observatory Headquar
ters compared to the global trend since the early 
1980s can be atlt'ibuted to the effects of high-density 
urban development. 
Leung has concluded that there is an additi onal rise 

of O.4°e per decade due to urbani sation. (LeWlg et aI. , 
2004) 

2, 	Designing High Density Cities for Thermal 
Comfort 

More than 20 cities. in'the world are what are called 
"mega," i.e., they have more than 10' milI ion inhabitanJ:s. 
High density city design is ~ topical issue. There is a 
need to deal with land scarcity, 'to design a viable public 
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transport system and to re-build the communities of our 
inner cities. The high-density city is iconic (Wolf, 2006). 
High density living is increasing the number of issues 
planners have to confront. Hong Kong is a high-density 
city wi th a popula tion o f 8 million living on a piece of 
land 1,000 square kilometres in area. The urban density 
of Hong Kong is close to 60,000 persons per square 
kilometre. Site development density can reach 3000 per
sons per hectare. 

In 2003, the Hong Kong Government's Team Clean 
Report suggested that gradation of development height 
profiles, provision of breezeways , layout planning and 
disposition of building blocks to allow for more open 
spaces, greater building setbacks to fac ilitate air move 
ment, reduced development intensity, increased open 
space provisions especiall y in older districts and more 
greenery are necessary to mitigate the ill effects of the 
urban heat is land effect and weak urban ventilation. 

The key concern of higher urban temperatmes has 
been the problem of urban thermal heat stress. Based 
on comfort survey data (Givoni & Noguchi, 2004) , 
researchers in Hong Kong drew up the Hong Kong Out
door ComfOlt Temperature Chart (Cheng & Ng, 2006). 
The Hong Kong chart incorporates the average mini
mum, mean and average maximum summer tempera 
tW'es of Hong Kong, at 26.4°C, 28.3°C and 31.3°C, 
respecti vely (Fig. I). It can be noted that in the shade 
(solar radiation of less than 100 W/m2), given an air 
temperature of 28°C, there is a need for a wind speed o f 
approximately 0.8 mis for" person to rcmain comfort
able thermally. Table I compares wind speed criteria 
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suggested by various studi es at the same environmental 
settings. Climatic adaptation exists; the Hong Kong 
chart generally agrees with the recommendations of 
Macfarlane for a wann-hwnid climate, and is in a 
reasonabl e range from the predictions of Ni kolopoulou 
(Penwarden, 1973) and Nikolopoulou (Nikolopoulou & 
Steemers, 2003; Nikolopoulou el 01. 2003). 

The important point to nore is that at an outdoor tem
perature of 30'C, the wind speed needs to exceed 
2.5 mls to provide thermal comfort. This is not feasible. 
Hence, on the one hand, there is a need to allow wind 
into the city; but on the other hand, there is a need not to 
allow the urban air temperature to rise too much beyond 
the ambient air temperature . Hence, for high-density 
city design, tl,ere is a need for allowing wind pelllleabil
ity wi th optimised urban morphological design , and 
urban Heat is land countenneasures with greenery, water 
elements and cool materials. 

Table 1 	 Comparison of wind speed criteria for pedestrian 
comfort in the shade at a mean air temperature of 28<1C. 

Researcher Place Wind Relative Comments 
Studied Speed ~ Humidity 

(m/s) (%) 

Macfarlane Warm-humid 0.6 75 comfortable 
region 

Nikolopoulou Greece 1.5 75 neutral 

Ahmed Dhaka, 0 .0 75 comfortable 
Bangladesh 

Givoni Japan 1.0 neutral 

The HK Chart 	 0.8 neutral 

25 26 27 28 29 3.0 31 32 33 34 35 

C!OIhIrIg , 

S ummer . Light T·S/':Irt ", T!(lV$$f$, Cic · O 6!i 


Fig, 1 Tbe Outdoor Comfort Temperanu'e Chart of Hong KOft& ,. ' 
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3. A Review of Existing Conditions 

Since 2003 , the Hong Kong Government has com· 
missioned studies on Hong Kong's urban air ventilation, 
implemented some policies to mitigate the problem, and 
establi shed guidelines to improve design and planning. 
An air ventilation assessment (AVA) study was carried 
out that led to the introducti on of technical and planning 
guidelines (Ng, 2006). In addition, since 2006, an urban 
climatic map has been drafted. Planning recommenda
tions to optimise urban ventilation and to Initigate urban 
heat island problems have been proposed. 

A few studies on the urban heat island intensity of 
Hong Kong have been conducted (Ren et. 01. , 2008 ; 
Fung and Lam, 2009; Nichol, 2005; Wu et. af. 2008). 
The existing city conditions in Hong Kong were further 
evaluated based on an expe11 qualitative evaluation by 
Professors Baruch Givoni , Lutz Katzschner, Shuzo 
Murakami and Mat Santamouris, and Dr. Wong Nyuk 
Hien (Ng, 2009). With minor differences in their opin
ions, they made the following key comments. 

Breezeways/air paths: As a general rule, the more air 
ventilation to the streets the belLer for these dense urban 
areas. The overa ll permeability of the district has to be 
increased at the ground leveL This is to ensure that the 
prevailing winds travelling along breezeways and major 
roads can penetrate deep into the district. This can be 
achieved by properly linking open spaces, creating open 
plazas at road junctions, maintaining low-rise structures 
along prevailing wind direchon routes, and widening the 
minor roads connected to major roads. It is also impor
tant to avoid obstructing sea breezes. Any localised 
wind problem along the waterfront should be dealt with 
locally and not affecl the overall air ventilation of the 
city. 

Podiums/Site Coverage: The etfect of building lay
out (especial ly in terms of building site coverage) has a 
greater impact than that of bui lding height on the pedes

trian wind environment (Fig. 2). Stepping building 
heights in rows wonld create better wind at higher levels 
if the differences in building heights between rows are 
significant. The "podium" structures commonly found in 
Hong Kong are not desirable from the viewpoint of 
maximizing wind availability to pedestrians. Podiums 
with large site coverage not onl y block most of the wind 
to pedestrians (affecting comfort and air quality), but 
also minimize the "air volume" near the pedestrian level 
(affecting air quality). 

Building Disposition: Proper orientation and layout 
of buildings with adequate gaps between them are 
needed. Stagger the arrangement of the blocks such that 
the blocks behind are able to receive the wind penetrat
ing through the gaps between the blocks in the front row. 
In the case of new development, to avoid obstluction of 
the sea breeze, the axes of the buildings should be paral
lel to the prevailing wind. In order to maximize wind 
avai lability to pedestrians, towers should preferably abut 
lhe podium edge that faces the main pedestrian areal 
street so as to enable most of the downwash wind to 
reach the street level. 

Building Heights: Vary the height,:; of the blocks with 
decreasing heights towards the direction from which the 
prevailing winds come. If that is not possible, it is better 
to have varying heights rather than similar or unifonn 
height. Given the extremel y high density of the urban 
fabric and narrow streets, a probable strategy for im
proving air ventilation is to vary building heights in 
order to divert winds to the lower levels. Nonetheless, 
assessment will be required to further quantify the actual 
performance of such potential in view of the deep urban 
canyon profiles common in Hong Kong. 

Building permeability: The provision of permeability 
or gaps nearer to the pedestrian level is far more impor
tant than that at high levels. Create penneability in hous
ing blocks. Try to create voids at' ground level to 
improve ventilation for pedestrians. This will improve 

Fig. 2 	 A typical building morphology in Hong Kong: tower blocks sitting on a podium 
that occupies the entire sileo When such podiums are very close IOgethe~ they 
significantly reduce the air space at pedestri an levels. 
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not only the air movement at the ground level (thus 
improving pedestrian comfort), but also help to remove 
the pollutants and heat generated at the ground level. 
The channelling effect created by the void also helps to 
improve the ventilation perfonnance for those residen
tial units at lower floors. Creation of openings in the 
building blocks to increase their permeability may be 
combined with appropriate wing walls that contribute to 
pressure differences across building facades and thus 
facilitate airflow through the openings of the buildings. 
The wing walls have to be designed according to the 
known standards. For very deep canyons or velY tall 
building blocks, mid-level pcrmeability may be required 
to improve the ventilation perfom1ance for those OCC u

pants s ituated at mid-floors. 
The more the better: It was the general opinion that 

unlike most c ities in the world, Hong Kong may find 
wind gusts not to be a problem in most areas. On the 
contrary, wind stagnation and blockage is the main prob
lem. For the tropical climatic conditions of Hong Kong, 
where winds in th e sunU11er are a welcoming quantity, 
the five experts opined unanimously that "the more the 
better" should be the guiding spirit. That is to say, de
signs and development should focus on facilitating the 
incoming wind, as we ll as minimising stagnant zones at 
the pedestrian levels. 

In a nutshell , th e evaluation indicates two very 
important urban mOIphological parameters that need to 
be optimised for the design of high density cities. On the 
one hand, it points to the issue of building volume, and 
hence the densi ty of the city. On the other hand, it also 
points to the Issue of bow the buildings occupy the 

ground and the ir permeability from an urban design 
point of view, especi ally at the near ground, or pedes 
trian, level. 

4. 	 Field Case Studies oflntra-Urban 
Temperatures 

Given the high-density environment of Hong Kong, 
a number of case-based field studies have been con
ducted during the summer months in Hong Kong. One 
of the studies focused on a commercial city area call 
Tsim Sha Tsui, relying on handheld mobile measure 
ment equipment for assessing temperature, humidity, 
globe temperanlfe and wind speed. Teams of researchers 
traversed the area starting fi-om the waterfront, working 
their way into the city and returning. At each measure 
ment point, the researchers stationed their equipment for 
three minutes. Simultaneously to the ground measure 
ments, a wind mast at the top of a building tower moni
tored the upper urban canopy layer. Readings fro m 
nearby meteorological stations were also downloaded. 
The case study was conducted in the afternoon ( 1-3 pm) 
in the summer months under calm-wind conditions. One 
example of intra-UIban temperature (Tiu) e levation is 
expressed by the contour lines in Fig. 3. A difference of 
3°C to 4°C can be noted from the seafront to the high
density inner core ofthe city. 

To further understand the basis of the intra-urban 
temperature gain, area average sky view factors (SYF) 
were calculated using ill'ban morphological data of 
Hong Kong (Fig. 4). A linear relationship between SYF 
and temperature variation has been adopted, as sbown in 

-


A'. T. m ...r..tll'. Dlab1b"tlon M.p 
for TaT ....t II'. (1D "p. 2006) 

Fig.3 Intra-urbao temperature variations as shoWJl with contour li nes. The legend del~res an urbao climatic 
class ification based on budding heights and vo lumes, and tJle resulting sky view factor. The two match well . 
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Equation 1 (Oke, 198 1; Svensson, 2004; Yamashita 
et al., 1986; Grirnmond, 2001; Eliasson, 1990) . It 
reveals a logarithmic relationship between building 
v olume and temperature. 

c 'B V a!1T = 	 ( 1) 

When the two sets of data (Figs. 3 and 4) are super
imposed, a close correlation is found (Table 2). That is 
to say, areas with higher building volume, and hence 
higher density, are warmer than open areas or areas with 
high SYF. The relationship is logarithmic. As such, it is 
possible to predict intra-urban temperature differentials 
based on urban motpho logical infonnation for the entire 
city. Combining tbe building volume data with an 

assessment of altitude and greenery, a themlal load map 
of Hong Kong can be evaluated (Fig. 5). The legend 
indicates the predicted temperature attenuation, from 
minus 2e C to plus 3°C. Data from th e mobile traverse 
further validate the thennalload layer of the Hong Kong 
urban climatic map (Chen & Ng, 2008). Given Hong 
Kong's average air temperature of 28°C, an in tra-urban 
temperature increase would bring this to 30°C or 31°C. 

Table 2 	 T-SVF-Building Volume relati onship for se lected 
points in the field measurement. 

T (oG) SVF Building Volume (%) 
28.2 0.59 2.0 
29.2 0.33 6.0 
30.7 0.22 12 .8 
31.8 0.07 21.6 

T~[ - 28 "C 

,. 


.... 
,. , 

o .,""' -==~;;o.____!>("! P"'OJ'--
Fig.4 Areal Sky View Factor map of tbe study areas. 

Map (1 00m msolulionj 	

".. 

,.t1Oo!r Konv Ufban Oimabc AnaIy$IS Map 
The" ",,1~ 

l egend 

• ., , 

... 

, 

® . 	U '0 0300 

Fig.5 	 The Thennal Load layer of Hong Kong's Urban CLimatic Map. S ix. classes of intra-urban 
temperature differentials are ind icated. Class 0 indicates nemral ambient air temperarure at sea 
leve l, each positive class (say + 1) indicates apprOximately O.SOC rise above the ambient 
temperature. Like wise, each negative class (say - I) indicates approximately O.5°C ri se. be low 
the ambient temperature. The map predicts an intnt-urban lemperahue rise of 2°C to 3°C from 
the ambient air temperaru re. Areas of higher altitude (200m+ above sea level) can ~xpc r ience a 
negative intra-urban temperature different ial of 1°C to 2°C. It is not without rep.son that these 
cooler areas are also the more expensille and sought after residential areas oft.he city. 
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5. 	Implica tions oflntra-Urban Temperature
Hot Days and Hot Spells 

Bio-meteorol ogical indicators like " hot days,"' "hot 
nights,"' "very hot days" and "very hot nights" have 
been used (Hajat et. aI. , 2002; Masumoto, 2008; Diaz 
et. 01., 1986; Leung et. 01., 2008). They are known to 
correlate to health impacts on city dwellers. Various 
defini tions of these terms exist, for example, the Japan 
Meteorology Agency defines "very hot days" as days on 
which the maximum air temperature (Ta max) exceeds 
or equals 30°C; whereas the Hong Kong Observatory 
defines them as days on which Ta max >= 33°C. This 
has to do w ith the differences between the climatic 
conditions ofthe two cities. For thi s study, the following 
definitions will be adopted. 

Very hot day 	 Ta max >= 33°C 
Hot day 	 Ta max >= 30°C 
Very hot night 	 Ta min >= 28°C 
Hot night 	 Ta min >= 25°C 

The Hong Kong Observatory has observed the 
occurrence of very hot days and very hot nights since 
1885. The data was trend analyzed (I I-year running 

I_~_-
1&90 1900 1910 

'N' 
Fig. 6 	 Linear re lationship between the year and the ll-year 

runni ng average of number of very hor days. 

I 

I 

1~1890 1900 1~1O 11120 1~30 l "=-"'-''''900 1970 1000~O'~~	 2000 

Fig. 7 	 Linear relationship belween the year and the II-year 
running average o f number of hot nights. in two steps: 
L890- t980 and 1970-2003. 

average) and the results as sho\vn in Figs. 6 and 7; to 
whi ch regression equations (2, 3 and 4) have been fitted, 
are given by: 

For very hot days y = 0.097(x -\ 890) + 0.997 
r = 0.844 (2) 

For very hot nights 
step I : 1890-1 980 

y =0.059(x -\890) + 0.201 r = 0.733 (3) 

step 2 1970-2003 
Y = 0.502(x - 1970) + 5.231 r = 0.970 (4) 

To promote furth er understanding, the Hong Kong 
Obsetvatory (HKO) publishes a summary of meteoro
logical obsetvations in Hong Kong annually. It conLains 
tables .of Dai ly Mean Temperature (0C), Daily Maxi 
mum Temperature (0C), and Daily Minimum Tempera 
ture (0C) at the HKO. For this study, published daW of 
the nine year from 1998 to 2007 have been used. The 
data tabulation is as shown in Table 3. For example, in 
2007, there were 25 very bot days and 11 7 hot days. 
More importantly, there were six very hot days that were 
preceded by at least six other comecutive very hot days 
(Table 4) - known as " long very hot days" in this paper. 
Likewise, when very hot nights were preceded by at 
least six consecutive very hot nights they were known as 
"long very hot nights" in thi s paper (Table 5). 

Based on the tabulated data of Tables 4 and 5, given 
an intra-urban temperature (Tiu) rise of 1°C, 2°C or 3°C, 
it can be seen that both the number of long hot days and 
the number of long hot nights increase exponenti ally, as 
shown in Equations 6 and 7. That is to say, the impact of 
any intra-w"ban temperature rise due to the urban heat 
island effect can be serious. 

Table 3 	 An overview of rhe hot qays and nights of 
L998-2007. 

Very hOI ('Trnax>=32 ) Holdavs HOI n>gll l. (Tmin>=27) Very hot 
d~y" (Tmax>=30) (Tm'n>~25) night;; 
(Tmax>~lll {!mm>&281 

t"na-urnan 	 Intra.-uroan Inlra -urnan Il'Ilr&-uroan ., 	 .3 ., ., 
2006 1S 42 74 115 " 1S 

2007 25 61 1"07 52 23 

2000 3 25 11 7 1S 

2005 12 33 " 93 135 " 51 26 

200~ 26 123 47 


'" 
2003 14 40 52 20 

2002 10 32 93 133 45 H 

200' 90 41
,-	

, 
" " 13' " 

, 	 ", 15 
2000 10 '0 99 	 51 " , 	 '" 55 "113 133 

aVtlfage 10.6 " 38.2 %, 127 3 50' "
19 .5 

(no. of very hoi days) = 29 6'(Tma)() - c R2 = D99 

(no, of very hoi olghis) :: 36 O"(Tmm) - c R2::099 


Table 4 	 OCCtuTences of long very hot days in 1998-2007. 

(Tmax>a33) or (Tmax>=32+1) (Tmax> 3,..2) (Trna x> 3.0+ 3) Of 

1o!!9: vG!X hot da~s Ion!! hOi da~s 
Inua-urban +1 Intra-urban +2 Inlra-urba'l +3 

2008 
2007 

0, 0 
27 

0 
35 

39 
5' 

2007 
2006 

0, 0 
6 

10 
9 

23 

" 2005 0 0 10 31 
200a 0 '5 22 42 
2003 0 7 21 58 
2002 
2001 

0 
0 

3, 5 
30 

30 / 
39 

2000 
0\1sra ge 

0 
0.8 

5 
7.9 

13 
172 

50 
' 36.6 
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Based on the tabulated data of Tables 4 and 5, given 
an intra-urban temperature rise o f 1,2 or 3°C, it can be 
seen that both the number of long hot days and the num
ber of long h Ol nights increase exponentially, as shown 
in Eqnations 6 and 7. That is to say, the impact of any 
intra-urban temperature rise due to the urban heat island 
effect can be serious. 

Ep isodes of long very hot days ~ 1.25 I 6e1.2407(11") 
R2 ~ 0.920 (6) 

Episodes of long very hot nights ~ 1.274e1.4617("") 
R2 ~ 0.935 (7) 

Table 5 OCCtuTences oflong very hot nights in 1998-2007. 

(Tmlnu2$) or (Tm,,,> 27+ 1) ( Tmln>;2S+2) (Tnun:>=ZS.3) or 
long ve!)! ho i nights long hoi fl!EjhlS 

Inlra-urtan +1 Intra-urban ~2 Irllla-urban +3 

2008 0 12 2' 44 
2007 
2007 
2006 

0 
0 
2 

26

•4 

30 
29 
21 

74 
50 
69 

2005 1 7 23 75 
2004 0 12 3. 82 
2003 0 3 29 71 
2002 0 6 20 60 
2001 1 10 " 73 
2000 3 11 33 93 

average 0.8 9.• 30.1 71.9 

Table 6 NET and PET under various climatic conditions in 
the hot summer months of Hong Kong. 

Ta ('C) Intra-urban RH (%) V (mIS) NET PET 
1 & 9811'\ (O C) 

28 
29 
30 

0 ., 
· 2 

80

!: 
05 
05 
0 5 

215 
26 9 
279 

296 
28.6 
29.9 

3' ·3 eo 05 28.9 30.1 
32 00 05 29.9 323 
33,. eo 

80 
05, 30.9 

25.9 
33.4 
274 

29 .1 80 1 26.3 27.7 
30 .2 eo 273 29.1 
31 .3 3D 26.4 30.4 
32 80 29.5 3' 0 
33 80 30.6 331 

The seriousness of this increase in Dumber of epi
sodes can be seen against the predicted mortality rate 
due to heat stress. Leung, using Kong Kong 's 
meteorological and health data found that the mean 
mortality associated with heat strokes would double per 
unit rise in the NET (Net Effective Temperature, which 
takes into account air temperature, relative humidity and 
wind speed) beyond 26 (Table 6). 

Under the average summer air temperature in the 
summer months of 28°C, even given good urban 
ventilation with a mean wind speed of 1 mis, the NET is 
25 .9°C. However, when taking into account an 
intra-urhan temperatw'e rise of 3°C, the NET will be 
28.4°C. This means a four-fold increase in the mean 
mortality. Based on Leung's study, the normalised 
mortality increases from 0.000 when the NET is 26 to, 
alarmingly, 0.0 15 when the NET is 29. The catch of this 
evaluation is that for Hong Kong a temperature increase 
of three degrees, due to global warming and intra-urban 
temperature elevation, means episodes of hot spell s can 
increase from once a year to 38 times a year; and when 
this happens, one would expect the morality rate to 
increase very rapidly_ 

6. 	Field Case Studies of Intra-Urban Wind 
Fields 

At the same time air temperattlre case studies were 
conducted, as mentioned above, in which urban ventila
tion was also measured, using a hot ball anemometer. 
The normalised wind velocity ratio is presented in Fig. 8. 
Zoning contours were also added. The air circulation 
pattern under moderate easterly incoming winds (the 
prevailing wind direction of the shldy area) was evalu
ated. In Fig. 8, zones of low wind velocity ratios are 
noted in areas where the ground cov~rage of bui ldings is 

Fig. 8 Wind velocity ratios and zoning contours of the study area. 
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high. Thi s coincides with recent wind tunnel test find 7. Physiological Equivalent Temperature 
ings (Yoshie et. al., 2008). Hence, based on the urban (PET) & Urban Climatic Maps 
morphological understanding of ground cover, a 
dynamic potential map of Hong Kong can be generated Bio-climatically based on Table 6, both NET and 
(Fig. 9). Thi s is further calibrated using wind tunnel PET serve as indicators of!\lIman thennal comfOJt based 
tests. on a combined consideration of air temperature and 

wind speed. Using a PET fonnulati on for urban thermal 

Hong Kong Urban Climalic A.rI8lysis Map 
Dynamic f'otentie! MBP (100m resolution) 

Legend 
., 
\1 

_ ill _4-. 

• u , 

I.• 

Fig.9 	 A dynamic potentia l map of Hong Kong ind icating <Jreas of high roughness and 
",,'eak urban venjiiaLion perfOlmance. Legend 0 i:l nd - I indicates urban areas of 
baseline dyn amic potentials. A difference of minus one class is roughly equal to 
an increase in dynam ic potential of about 0.5 m/s above the baseline. 

Hong Kong Urban Climatic Analysis Map 
Draft Version Made in Oc t. 2008 (lOOm resolution) 
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" 
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Fig. 10 Hong Kong Urban Climatic Analysis Map. Au eight-class differential bas been categori sed. A one 
class differential is approximaiely equal to a one-degree difference iu PET. C I ~s 4 has been 
calibrated to represent the baseline ambient PET condition. Hence, areas of Class 7~aod 8 is predicte.d 
to have an intra-urban PET inc re ase of3 D C to 4°C. ~ 
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comfort, it can be calculated that at low wind speeds of 
0.5 to 2 mIs, every 1 mls increase in air wind can miti
gate a two-degree rise in air temperature. Hence it is 
possible to combine understanding of thennal load with 
that of dynamic potential, which was illustrated earlier. 
This helped in producing the Hong Kong Urban 
Climatic Analysis Map (Ng e l al., 2008) (Fig. 10). The 
urban c limatic map thus created was further validated by 
fie ld measurements based on fi gures obtained in studies 
of another area in Hong Kong and by wind tunnel tests. 

The Urban Climatic Analysis Map provides a spatial 
understandi ng of the PET distribution in the urban areas. 
For example, in the metro core areas of the inner city of 
Hong Kong on both sides of Victoria Habour, it can be 
expected that the intra-urban temperature difference 
between the waterfront and inland areas on a typical 
summer a fternoon in Hong Kong can be on the order of 
3°C to 4°C. That is to say, given the average summer 
temperature of 28°C, the inner urban areas can experi
ence air temperatures of 31 °C to 33°C. Coupling tbat 
with a decrease in the available wind, the PET can 
increase by 4 'C to 7°C. Thi s creates spatially localised 
"hot days" and "hot spells" not cond ucive to healthy 
human li ving in built-up urban areas . 

Based on the Urban Climatic Analysis Map and the 
possible implications to human thennal comfO/t, it is 
possible to draft up an Urban Climatic Recommendation 
Map with planners so that strategic planning actions can 
be developed. This work is currently underway in Hong 
Kong. 

8. Conclusions 

For cities located in the tropics and sub-tropics with 
hot, humid summers, the risk of global wanning and the 
urban heat is land effect due to buildings contributing to 
the already hot, humid thermal comJon conditions has 
been delineated. Field and data studies have established 
its criticality. An exponential increase in the numbers of 
hot days and hot spells can be expected fo r each degree 
rise in urban temperature. This is not conducive to urban 
living and ca n be dangerous to human health. It is possi
ble to summarise the urban effects of an increase in 
intra-urban air temperature and decrease in wind and 
urban air ventilation using Geographic Infonnation 
Mapping techniques. Urban climatic maps can be 
drafted fo r spatial unders tanding of the issue. With the 
information, strategic planning actions can be developed 
in the form of an urban clima tic recommendation map. 
This can provide planners and desjgners an objective 
evaluation tool for mitigation actions. Measures can be 
implemented such as greenery, open spaces, shading 
with trees, well spaced buildings carefully positioned, 
reduction of ground coverage and building density and 
so on. 

It is not possible to eliminate the ill environmental 
effects of cities and hi gh-density ci ties completely. 
However, it is possible to design a city with well distrib
uted pockets and routes of quali ty spaces and urban 

streets and roads so that pedestrians can have a diversi
fied urban landscape to engage in and explore (Stoane & 
Steemers, 2004). The task for planners is to utilise the 
available urban climatic information to make good deci
SIOns. 
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